
Easy to Install

Can be installed in less than 30 
minutes



Determine the space you want to 
Organize

Truss Attic Rafter Attic

Crawl Space under house



Get a measurement of each 
row space you want to 

organize 
(Only need a length measurement of each row)

Go to the Configuration Wizard 
and plug in the numbers

www.attictrac.com

http://www.attictrac.com/


Assemble Platforms Downstairs

+ +

Platforms (3)                         Rail Guides (6)           # 6 screws – (12)

Make sure you 
get the large side
of the platform guide
facing inward



Assemble Platforms Downstairs

+ +

Completed Platform               Pull Hardware                  # 6 screws

Add the pull 
hardware
to one platform 
only

+

Ring and cable                      Attach to top center hole



Beginning Installation
in selected attic space

Take the rail supports to the row you want to install and with a screwdriver place 
the first one where you want the first rail to start.  Secure it with the screws supplied. 
Measure back two feet and lay the next one in place.  Kneel on the first secured 
platform (Weight limit is 200 lbs.)  Secure each one to the back of the location you
want to store.  (You must not stand or walk on the rail supports as you exit)

Never place rail 
supports over 
any electrical 
wiring or piping



Rail Installation

Take the rails, one platform assembled, tape measure, pencil, 
screwdriver, and screws upstairs.  Mark rail location with pencil by 
measuring six inches in from outside of truss.  Locate first rail on the 
center of the mark.  Screw it down into the rail support.  Screw the 
rails down on the first run before moving to the second side rail.  At 
the back of the rail run, install the stop bracket as your final step of the 
first rail run. 



Second Rail Installation

Lay the second rail next to the first rail.  Lay the assembled platform 
over both rails.  Slide the free rail outward until is sets securely under 
the platform guide.  Align it to the end and insert the screw.  Duplicate 
this operation until you get to the back rail and attach the stop bracket 
with the screw

It’s that simple!  No other measuring required



Final Steps

Lay the rest of the platforms in place with the pull cable 
aligned in the back.  Make sure the rail guides on the 
platforms align on both rails. 

Test the unit by pulling the platform cable forward and 
pushing the platforms to the back of your attic with just 
your thumb.

Stack you items on the platforms and you never need to 
get into the attic again.

IF YOU WANT TO HAVE THE RAILS 
FILLED WITH PLATFORMS, ORDER THE 

PLATFORM ACCESSORY KIT IN THE 
ATTIC TRAC STORE
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